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Discipline?
Yes, discipline. On one level, this essay is about
identifying a desperate need for discipline and the

delivery of that discipline to its well-deserved targets. A

kind of disciplinary spanking, if you will.
On another level, this essay is about games and

stories. Undoubtedly, there is a tremendous amount of

interest in the intersection of games and stories these

days. Academic journals, conferences, and courses about

computer-based storytelling, digital interactivity, and

gaming culture have flourished like a species of vimlent

weed in the manicured garden of the university. On the

commercial end of things, game developers increasingly

rely on filmic story techniques in the design of their

products, turning present-day computer and video

Response by Chris Crawford
Thank you, Etic Zimmerman, for taking the time and

energy to nail down four central terms that have

suffered much abuse in recent years. Those four terms

have been stretched to fit everybodys pet tfieories, so

becoming shapeless blobs. We are past due for a

housecleaning of these words, a "ba& to basics"
movement, a tightening-up of the terminology.

Zimmerman does justice to the task. Eschewing the
conceit of formal definition, he concentrates on utfity
rather than form. The sole test of his success t}en lies

in the answer to the question: how usefr:l are
Zimmermans definitions? To what extent do they

bring us doser to understan&ng the concoction of
game and narrative? Unfortunately, the concluding
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games into a kind of mutant cinema. Meanwhile,

shelves of books like this one are being written and

published, tossed out like stepping stones into the

emerging terrain where design, technology, art,

entertainment, and academia meet.
Curiously, so much of this interest is driven by a kind

of love/hate relationship with the medium. For as much

as we seem enamored by the possibilities of digital

me&a, we seem just as soundly dissatisfied with its

current state. Lurking just below the surface of most of

the chapters in this volume is one sort of frustration or

anodrer: frustration with the lack of cultura-l

sophistication in the gaming industry frustration with

the lirnitations of current technologp frustrarion with

a la& of critical theory for properly understanding the

medium. Perhaps frustration is a necessary part of the

process. But perhaps we can relieve some of that

frustration with some good old-fashioned discipline.

Looking Closer
Compared to the more robust fields that duster about

the theory and practice of other me&a, it's clear t}at

the "game-story as a form remains Targely unexplored.

Terms and concepts run amuck like naughty
schoolchildren. And a more discipLined look would
indeed seem to be in order. But what would it mean to

take a closer look at games and stories?

suggestions he offers don't seem to get us very far; no

grand answers leap from the page. Perhaps this is too

harsh a standard by which to judge the chapter.
Perhaps we should setde for a more lenient standard of
judgment, to wit: had these ideas been widely accepted
ten years ago, would we have been spared some of the

many disastrous marriages of narrative and
interactivity we have seen?

Consider branching stories on the computer. After
many years and hun&eds of attempts, most with
dismal results, many old pros have abandoned this
design concept (although it retains a hard core of
followers). If we apply these definitions to branching

stories, will we unearth a fatal flaw? I think not.
Branching stories don't violate any of t.he terms of
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Does it mean figuring out how to make games more
Iike stories? Or how to make stories more gamelike?
Does it mean documenting andrypologizing new
forms of gam e/ story culture? Integrating games into
Iearning? Mapping relationships between digital media
and otler media? Inventing programming strategies for
storytelling? Understanding the ways that digital
media operate in culture at large? There are as many
approaches to the question of 

'games 
and stories" as

there are designers, artists, technologists, and
academics asking the questions.

The truth, of course, is that there are no right or
wyong approaches. It all depends on the field in which a
particular inquiry is operating and exacdy what the
inquiry itself is trying to accomplish. However, there is
common ground. What everyone investigating the'game-story" 

would share are in fact tiose two srrange
terms: "games" and "stories."

Concepts and terms do seem to be at the heart of the
matter. This essay tacldes the terminological knot of
the'game-story" by ptyrngapart and recombining the
two concepts into four: narrative, interactivity, play,
and games. Each concept is considered in relationship
to each other as well as to t}re larger question of 

'games

and stories." My goal is to frame these concepts in ways
that bring insight to their interrelations, with the larger
aim of providing critical tools for others who are
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attempting to create or study the conundrum of the
game-story.

Four Naughty Terms
Play. Games. Narrative. Interactivity. What a modey
bunch. Honestly, have you ever seen such a suspicious
set of slippery and ambiguous, overused, and ill-defined
terms? Indeed, t}ey are all four in need of some
discipline, just to make them sit still and behave. Before
I roll up my sleeves and get to work on them, however,
allow me to lay some of my cards on the table, in the
form of a series of disdarmers.

Disclaimer 7: Concepts, Not Categoies
In presenting tlese four terms (games, play, narrative,
and interactivity), I'm not creating a typology. The four
terms are not mutually exdusive, nor do t}ey represent
four categories, with each category containing a
different kind of phenomena. They are four concepts,
each concept overlapping and intersecting the others in
complex and unique ways. In other words, t}e four
words are not the four quadrants of a grid or the four
levels of a building They are "things to think with"; they
are signs for dusters of concepts; t}ey are frames and
schemas for understan&ng; they are dynamic
conceptual tools; they represent a network ofideas that
flow into and throush each other.

these definitions, nor do tley run against the grain of
the furtler elucidations Zimmerman offers.

This troubles me; the primary value of these
definitions should lie in their utility, but they seem
useless in exposing an already-known failure. How can
we trust them to guide us to something that works
when they can't guide us away from something tlat
doesn't work? Nevertheless, I don't dismiss these
definitions. They aren't wrong or misleading; they just
don't go far enough. They require tightening and
pohshing, not &sposal lndeed, I suspect that
Zimmerman has already captured all the fundamenta_l
truths he needs to take us further, but is restrained by a
politic recognition of the sensibilities of other workers
in the field. It is my hope that this chapter will nudge us

all towards a doser convergence that will permit an
even tighter set of definitions in future.

From Jesper Juut's 0ntine Response:
Unruty Games
Perhaps the problem is that my relation to games is
rather unambiguous, and so I fall outside the lovelhate
relations described in the essay: I am happy about the
games I have played in the past 15 to 20 years, and I am
pretty happy about the games I get to play these days.
As such I am not especially dissatisfied with the gaming
industry except in the sense that tl're increasingly large
budgets are leaving less room for experimental games.
With this perspective, the marriage of storytelling and
gaming may be more of a problem than a solution. I can
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Disclaimer 2: Forget the Computer
While digital media is certainly a primary vector in the
momentum of interest that has led to this book, the
phenomena we call games and stories - as well as play,
narrative, and interactivity - predate computers by
millennia. Computer media is one context for
understan&ng them, but I'm going to try to avoid
rypical technological myopia by examining these
concepts in a broad spectrum of digital and nondigital
manifestations.

D is claim er 3 : D eft nin g D eft nition s
For each of the four key terms, I do present a
"definition." The va.lue of a definition in this essay is not
its scientific accuracy but instead its conceptual utility. I
give definitions not in order to 

"*pl"in 
phenomena, but

in order to understand them.

D is claim er 4 : Why f m D oing This
Why does it matter to me to better understand
'games 

and stories"? Because I'm a designer of game-
stories, and a closet Modernist to boot. I'm looking to
better understand the me&um in which I work, in
order to create new and meaningfrrl things that no
one has ever experienced before. It's certainly not the
only kind of stance to take. But now you know where
I'm coming from.
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Narrative
First term: narrative. I'm going to begin with this dose
cousin to t-he "stories" of the 

'games 
and stories'.

equation. My strategy of discipline for the term
narrative is to present a broad and expansive
understan&ng of the concept, to tl-rink beyond the
normal limits of what we might consider narrative, to
help uncover the common turf of stories and games.

The Definition
I draw my definition from an essay by J Hillis Miller:
"Narrative," from t}le book Critical Terms for Literary
Study (1995). Miller's definirion of the term "narrative,"

grossly paraphrased has three parts:

1. A narrative has an initial state, a change
in that state, and insight brought about by
that change. You might call this process
the "events" of a narrative.

2. A narrative is not merely a series of
events, but a personification of events
thoryh a me&um such as language. This
component of the definition references
tie representational aspect of narrative.

3. And last, this representation is

13.response.1.
Wng Commander 4:
The hice of Fleedom
nised the production
values bar again,
featuring acton such
as Mark HamitL (0rigin,
Etectronic Arts)

follow Chris Crawford, who has actually attributed
what he sees as the sorry state of the industry to the
"cinematic game" Win g C ommand er^ ( 1 3.response. 1),
blamlng it for radically raising the expectations for
production value, thereby leading to the death of
experiment.

Zimmerman's pragmatic idea of stories as one
specific way of framing games is quite liberating, but I
want to emphasize that such framings always cayry a
large amount of ideology and historical baggage. The
obvious critique would be that the game-story angle is
a lens that emphasizes character, graphical production
value, and retrospection - and hides player activity,
gameplay, and replayabfiry As Zimmerman states,
games are good at things that other me&a are bad at
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constituted by patterning and repetition.
This is true for every level of a narrative,
whether it is t}re material form of the
narrative itself or its conceptual tlremalics.

It's quite a general definition. Let's see what might be
considered narrative according to these three criteria. A
book is certainly a narrative by this definition, whether
it is a straightforward linear novel or a choose-your-
own-adventure interactive book, in which each page
ends with a choice that can bring the reader to
different sections ofthe book. Both kinds ofbooks
contain events which are represented through text and

$rough 
the patterned experience ofthe book and its

language.
A game of chess could also be considered a narrative

by this scheme. How? Chess certaidy has a beginning
state (the setup of the game), changes to that state (t}re
gameplay), and a resulting insight (the outcome of t}e
game). It is a representation - a stylized
representation of war, complete wit} a cast of colorful
characters. And the game takes place in highly
parterned structures of time (turns), and space (the
checkerboard gnd).

Many other kinds of things fall into the wide net
Miller casts as well - some of them activities or
objects we wouldn't normally think of as narrative. A
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marriage ceremony. A meal. A conversation. The

deverness of Miller's definition is that it is in fact so
indusive, while still rigorously defining exacdy what a

narrafive is.

Because, what I wish to ask is NOT the overused

question:

Is this thing (such as a game) a "narrdtive

thing" or not?

Instead the question Id like to pose is:

In what ways might we consider this thing
(such as a game) a "narrative thing"?

What am I after? If I'm intersecting games and stories

to create something new out of the synthesis of both,

my aim with the concept of narrative should not be to

replicate existing narrative forms but to invent new

ones. The commercial game industry is suffering from a

peculiar case of cinema envy at the moment, trying to
recreate the pleasures of another media. What wou-ld a

game-story be like that wouldn't be so beholden to

preexisting linear media? Good question. But I'm

getting ahead of myself. We're still two full terms away
from games. Next victim: interactivity.

- and vice versa. My basic wonqr is then that the story
angie is asking games to focus on tleir weaknesses
rather t-han their strengths.

hltp://ww.w.e tectionicbookreview. co m/th rea d/fi rstpe iioii/juu tr1

Zimmerman Responds:
Are "grandiose claims" really what we need? Possibly.
But for me the questions that duster about the game-

story are so complex that tlrere can't be just a single set
of answers.

,hth-://wirV. etEctro ni cb gokreview ittm/tluiad/fi 6tpenti n/zi m merm:rn i2
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Interactivity
Interactivity is one of those words which can mean
everything and nothing at once. So in corralling tlis
naughty concept, my aim is to try to understand it in
its most general sense, but also to identify those very
particular aspects ofinteractivity which are relevant to
'games 

and stories."

TheDeftnition
Try this on for size, from <dictionary.com>:

interactiv e: reciprocally acfive; acting upon
or influencing each other; allowing a two-
way flow of information between a device
and a user, responding to the user's input

OK. So tlere's an adequate common-sense definition.
But if we re triangulating our concept of narrative with
this concept of interactiviry the problem is that by this
definition all forms of narrative end up being
interactive. For example, take t}is book you're holding.
Can you really say that the experience of reading it isn't
interactive? fuen't you holding t}re book and physically
turning the pages? fuen't you emotionally and
psychologically immersed? Aren't you cognitively
engaging with language itself to decode the signs of the
text? And doesn't the physical form of the book and
your understanding of its contents evolve as you
interact with it? Yes and no.

If what we re after is relationshios between our
terms, its important to find the terrain of overlap
between narrative and interactiviry But we don't want
the two terms to be identical. It seems important to be
able to say that some narratives are interactive and
some are not - or rather, that perhaps all narratives
can be interactive, but they can be interactive in
different ways.

Intuitively, there is in fact some kind of difference
between a typical linear book and a choose-your-own-
adventwe book. And it seems that t}e difference in
some way is that naughty concept of interactivity.
Here's one solution. Instead of understanding
"interactivity" as a singular phenomenon, let's subdivide
it into the various ways it can be paired up with a

FIRSTPERSOT\{

narrative experience. Four modes of narrative
interactivity are presented:

Mode 7: Cognitlve Interactivilt; or Interpretive

Participation with a Tert
This is the psyc}ological, emotional, hermeneutic,
semiotic, reader-response, Rashomon-effect-ish, etc.
kind of interactions that a participant can have witl
the so-called "content" of a text. Example: you reread a
book after several years have passed and you find lt's
completely different than t}le book you remember.

Mode 2: Functional Interactivity; or Utilitaian
Participation with a Tert
Induded here: functional, structural interactions with
the material textual apparatus. That book you reread:
did it have a table of contents? An index? What was the
graphic design of the pages? How thick was the paper
stock? How large was the book? How heavy? All of
t-hese characteristics are part of the total experience of
reading interaction.

Mode 3: Expliclt Interactivity; or Participation with
Designed Choices and Procedures in a Text
This is "interaction" in tie obvious sense of the word:
overt participation such as clicking the nonlinear links
of a hypertext novel, following tie rules of a Surrealist
language game, rearrangrng the dothing on a set of
paper dolls. Included here: choices, random events,
dynamic simulations, and ottrer procedures
programmed into the interactive experience.

Mode 4: Meta-interactivity; or Cukural Participation
with aText
This is interaction outside the experience of a single
text. The clearest examples come from fan culture, in
which readers appropriate, deconstruct, and
reconstruct linear media, participating in and
propagating massive communa.l narrative worlds.
These four modes of narrative interactivity (cognitive,
functional, explicit, and cultural) are not four distinct
categories, but four overlapping flavors ofparticipation
tlat occur to varyingdegrees in all media experience.
Most interactive activities incorporate some or all of
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them simultaneously.
So, what we normaliy think of as "interactive," what

separates the book from the choose-your-or,rm-
adventure, is category number three: explicit
interactivity. As we hone in on our four terms, note
t-hat we've made enough progress to already identify
those phenomena we might call "interactive narratives."
The newspaper as a whole is not explicidy interactive,
but the letters-to-the-editor section is. fue games
interactive narratives in t}is sense? Absolutely. The
choices and decisions that game players make certainly
constitute very explicit interactivity. Were getting
doser to games. But first p/ay.

Ptay
Perhaps more than any other one of t|e four concepts,
play is used in so many contexts and in so many
different ways that it's going to be a real struggle to
make it play nice with our otler terms. We play games.
We play with toys. We play musical instruments and we
play the radio. We can make a play on words, be playful
during sex, or simply be in a playful state of mind.

What do all of those meanings have to do with
narrative and interactivity? Before jumping into a
definition of play, first let's try to categorize all of these
diverse play phenomena. We can put tlem into three
general categories.

Category 7: Game PIay, or the Formal PIay of Games
This is the focused kind of play that occurs when one
or more players plays a game, whether it is a board
game, card game, sport, computer game, etc. What
exacdy is a game? We're getting to tlat soon.

Category 2: Ludic Activities, or Informal Play
This category indudes all of those nongame behaviors
that we also think of as "plapng:" dogs chasing each
other, two college students tossing a frisbee back and
fort}, a cirde of d'ril&en plapng ring-around-the-rosy,
etc. Ludic activities are quite similar to games, but
generally less formalized.

Category 3: BeingPlayful, or Beingin a Play State of Mind
This broad category indudes all of the ways we can "be
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playfirl" in tle context of other activities. Being in a
play state of mind does not necessarily mean that you
are playing - but rather that you are injecting a spirit
of piay into some other action. For example, it is one

thng to insult a friend's appearance, but it is another
thing entirely if the insult is delivered playftrlly.

A quick structural note - the latter categories contain
the earLier ones. Game play (1) is a particular kind of

ludic activity (2) andludic activities (2) are aparticular
way of being playful (3). But what overarching
definition cou-ld we possibly give to t}re word "play" that

would address al] of these uses?

The Definition
How about:

Play is the free space of movement withln
a more rigid structure. PIay exists both
because of and also despite the more rigid
structures of a system.

That sounds quite abstract and obtuse for a fun-loving
word iike "play," doesn't it? But it is actually quite
handy. This definition of play is about relationships
between the elernents of a system. Think about the use
of the word "play" when we talk about the "free play" of
a steering wheel. The free play is the amount of

movement that the steering wheel can turn before it
begins to affect the tires of t}re car. The play itself exists
only because of the more utilitarian structures of the
driving-system: the &ive shaft, axles, wheels, etc.

But even though the play only occurs because of
these structures, the play is also exacdy that thing that
exists despite the system, t}le free movement within it,
in t}e interstitial spaces between and among its
components. PIay exists in opposition to the structures
it inhabits, at odds with the utilitarian functioning of

the system. Yet play is at the same time an expression
of a system, and intrinsically a part of it.

This definition of play does in fact cover all three kinds

that we mentioned previously. Playing Chutes and
Ladders occurs only because of the rigid mles of the game
- but the gameplay itself is a kind of dance of fate
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which occws somewhere among the dice, pieces, board,
and game players. Playing a musical instmment means
manipulating within the free space of audio possibilities
that the structure of the instrument was designed to
engender. Being playful in a conversation means playrng
in and among the linguistic and social structures that
constitute the conversational context. Play can manifest
in a dizzyrng variety of forms, from intellecr,ral and
physical play to semiotic and cultural play.

One way to link this understanding of play to
narrative and interactivity is to consider t}e play of an
explicidy interactive narrative. The challenge for the
creator of an interactive narrative is to desrgn t.he
potential for play into the structure of t}e experience,
whetler that experience is a physical object, a computer
program, an inhabited space, or a set of behaviors.

And the real trick is that the designed structure can
guide and engender play, but never completely script it
in advance. If the interaction is completely
predetermined, theres no room for play in the sysrem.
The aut-l'ror of a choose,your-own,adventure creates the
structure that the reader inhabits, but the play emerges
out of that system as the reader navigates thro.rgh it.
Even if the reader breaks tie structure by cheating and
skipping ahead, that is merely another form of play
within the designed system.

Games
We have arrived at our fourth and final term: games.
With this concept, we have a new kind of .,aughti.ress.
PIay, interactivity, and narrative threatened 

", 
with

overinclusion. "Games," on the other hand needs some
discipline because its difficult to understand exactlv
and precisely what a game is. My approach with this
concept is to define it as narrowly as possible so that
we can understand what separat.s the pl"y of games
from other kinds of ludic activities. We are, after all,
looking at games and stories, not play and stories.

The Definition
The fact that games are a formal kind of play was
referenced before. But how exactly ls thai formality
manifest? Here is a definition that separates games
from ot}er forms of plav'

FIRSTPFRSON

A game is a voluntary interactive activity,
in whici one or more players follow rules
that constrain their behavior, enacting an
artificial conflict t}at ends in a
quantifiable outcome.

It is a bit dense. Here are the primary elements of the
definition, teased out for your perusa_l:

Voluntary
If you're forced against your will to play a game, youre
not really playing. Games are voluntary actiyities.

Interactive
Remember this word? It's referencing our third mode of
interactivity: explicit participation.

B ehavior - Co ns training Rul e s
All games have rules. These nrles pro,r"ide tJre structure
out of which the play emerges. It's also important to
realize that rules are essentially restrictive and limit
what tJre player can do.

ArtifLiality
Games maintain a boundary from so-called "real life" in
boti time and space. Although games obviously do
occur witl'rin the real world, artificiality ls one of their
defining features. Consider, for example, the formal
limits of time and space that are necessary to define
even a casual game of street hoops.

Conflict
All games embody a contest of powers. It might be a
conflict berween two players as in chess; it might be a
contest between several teams, as in a track meet; a
qame might be a conflict between a single player and
t-he forces of luck and skill embodied in solj-taire; or even
a group of players compefing together against the dock
on a game show.

Quantiftable Outcome
The conflict of a game has an end result, and this is the
quantifiable outcome. At the conclusion of a game, the
participants either won or lost (they might ali win or
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lose together) or they received a numerical score, as in a
videogame. This idea of a quantifiable outcome is what
often distinguishes a bona fide game ftom otler less
formal play activities.

Games embody the same structure-play relationship
of other ludic acti'rities, where play emerges as the free
space of movement within more rigid structures. But
the fact that games are so formali"ed gives them a
special status in this regard. To create a game is to
design a set of game rules (as well as game materials,
which are an extension of the rules).

The rules of a game serve to limit players' behaviors.
In a game of Parcheesi, for example, players interact
with the dice in extremely particular ways. You don't
eat t-hem, hide them from other players, or make
jewelry out of tlem. When it is your turn, you roll the
dice, and translate the numerical results into t}e
movement of your pieces. To take part in a game is to
submit your behavior to the restrictions of the rules.

Ruies might not seem like much fun. But once players
set the system of a game into motion, play emerges.
And play is the opposite of rules. Rules are fixed, rigid,
closed, and unambiguous. Play, on t}re other hand, is
uncertain, creative, improvisational, and open,ended
The strange coupling of rules and play is one of the
fascinating paradoxes of games.

Mixing and Matching
Weve arrived at a relatively dear understanding of
exacdy what constitutes a game. So how do games
intersect with the otler three concepts at hand?

Nanative: As we observed with chess, games are in fact
narrative systems. They aren't the only form that
narrative can take, but every game can be considered a
narrative system.

Interactivity: Games are interactive too. They generally
embody all four modes of interactivity oudined in this
essay, but they are particularly good examples of the
third kind: explicit interactivity.

Play: Games are among the many and diverse forms of
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play. The formal quality of games distinguishes them
from other ludic play-activities.

What does this mean? It is possible to ftame games
as narrative systems, or as interactive systems, or as
systems of play. Whereas this seems like an obvious set
of condusions to draw remember that the goal wasn't
to place the concept of games inside some categories
and keep it out of others. fumed with very particular

understandings of narrative, play, and interactivity,
these three concepts become frames or schemas that
we can use to tease out particular qualities of t1re
complex phenomena of games.

And it goes without saying tlat there are
innumerable otier terms we might bring to bear on the
concept of games as well: games as mathematical
systems, ideological systems, semiotic systems, systems
of desire. It's an endless list. I chose play, narrative, and
interactivity in order to shed light on the game-story.

So let's get back to that important question.

Stories and Games
So. Weve disciplined our four naughty terms until
they ve finally behaved and we ve come full circle, back

to the original question of games and stories. This
essay began by observing a general dissatisfaction
with the current state of game-story theory and
practice. Perhaps it can end with some suggestions for
future work.

A story is the experience of a narrative. And the
djssatisfaction with game-stories is a dissatisfaction
with the way that games function as storytelling
systems. Remembering the concept of narrative, story-
systems function by representing changes of events
though pattern and repetition. This act of
representation - or, we might say, signification - is

how narrative operates.
So one relevant question to ask is: How can games

represent narrative meaning? Or rather: How can
games signify? Remember, it's not a question of
whether or not games are narrative, but instead how
tJ-rey are narrative. And if my agenda with this
investigation of the'game-story" is to inculcate

genurnely new forms of experience, then we need to
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ask not just how games can be narrative systems, but
we need to ask how games can be narrative systems in
ways t}rat otler media cannot.

Its clear that games can signify in ways that other
narrative forms have already established: through
sound and image, material and text, representations
of movement and space. But perhaps tlere are ways
that only games can signify, drawing on their unique
status as explicitly interactive narrative systems of
formal play.

Exampte: Ms. Pac-Man
This much we know: one way of framing games is to
frame tlem as game-stories. So let's take a well-known
example - the arcade game Ms. Pac-Man (figure 13.1)
- and look closely at the diverse ways that it signifies
narrative.

First observation: there are many story elements to
Ms. Pac'Man that are not direcdy related to the
gameplay. For instance, the large sca-le characters on the
physical arcade game cabinet establish a graphical story
about the chase between Ms. Pac-Man and the ghosts.
There are also brief noninteractive animations inside
the game, which appear between every few levels. These
simple cartoons chronicle events in the life of Ms. Pac-
Man: meeting her beau Pac-Man, outwitting the ever-
pursuing ghosts, etc.

But while these story-components are important
parts of tlre larger Ms. Pac'Man experience, they are not
at tlre heart of what distinguishes Ms. Pac-Man as a

FIRSTPERSON

game-story. The arcade cabinet graphics and linear
cartoon animations sit adjacent to the actual gameplay
itself, where a different kind of narrative awaits. As the
player participates with tJre system, playrng the game,
exploring its rule-structures, fin&ng the patterns of
free play that will let the game continue, a narrative
unfolds in real time.

What kind of story is it? It's a narrative about life and
death, about consumption and power. It's a narrative
about strategic pursuit through a constrained space,
about dramatic reversals of fortune where the hunter
becomes the hunted- It's a narrative about relationships,
in which every character on the screen, every
munchable dot and empty corridor, are meaningful
parts of a larger system. Its a narralive that always has
the same elements, yet unfolds dif{erendy each time it
is experienceA And it's also a kind of journey, where the
player and protagonist are mapped onto each other in
complicated and subde ways. This is a narrative in
which procedures, relationships, and complex systems
dynamicaily signify. It is the kind of narrative that only
a game could tell.

Quick reminder: although I may have focused on the
gameplay elements of t}e Ms. Pac-Man narrative,
ultimately the player s experience of the game-story is
composed of the entire arcade game. This indudes not
just the gameplay itself but the cabinet graphics and
the cartoon animations, the sound of a quarter
dropping and the texture of the joystick, the social and
architectural dynamics of t}re arcade itself, the gender
ideologies of the game and its historical relationship to
the original Pac Man, the marketing of the character
and its penetration into pop culture at large.

But at the center of this expansive game experience is
the game of Ms. Pac-Man - that artificial conflict with
a quantifiable outcome. The gameplay of Ms. Pac-Man is
in some sense the kernel at tfie center of the machine,
the engine tlat drives all of the other elements, putting
Lhe game in the game-story.

And as a story it is compelling enough to have found
Ms. Pac-Man a worldwide au&ence of dedicated players.
Its important to note that the "story" of the Ml Pac-
Man game-story certainly does not provide the same
pleasures of a novel or film. But why shou-ld we expect
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it to? The question is, what pleasures can it provide
that books or film cannot?

Wrap-up and Send-off
Because games are always already narrative systems,
the question that weaves through this book - the
question "ls there a game-story?" - is ultimately moot.
Recognizing that narrative is one of many ways to
frame a game experience, for me a more important
question is: How can we capitalize on the unique
gualities of games in order to create new kinds of game-
stories? What if dynamic play procedures were used as
the very building blocks of storytelling?

There are already many wonderful examples of this
kind of thinking. The chjldren's board game Up the River
by Ravensburger uses a modular game board to
procedurally recreate the rhythmic flow of a stream.
AndThe Sims, a computer game mentioned often in
this volume, is a game-story too. Instead of presenting a
prescripted narrative like most digital "interactive

narratives," The Sims functions as a kind of story-
machine, generating unexpected narrative eVents out of
complex and playful simulation.

But much more needs to be done. Any observation
made about games, play, narrative, and interactivity
could be used as t}e starting point for a new kind of
game-story Here are some examples that cannibalize
statements I made earlier in tlis essay:

The concept of "narrative" casts a wide net. Many
experiences can be considered narrative experiences,
like a meal or a marriage ceremony. How would we
make a game-story about these kinds of subjects?

Interactiui4t can occur on a cukurallevel. How could a
game-story be designed witl meta-interactivity in
mind, so that t}re narrative emerged as the sum of
many different player experiences in ot}erwise
unrelated games?

Mischief is a form of play. What would a game be like
that encouraged players to break the existing rules in
order to form new ones?

IV. Game Theories

Games are about conflict OK, so we're &owning in
fighting games. What about a game that told a story of
the feints, bluffing, trickery and intimidation of a good
argument?

Yes, these are difficult kinds of challenges. But if we're
going to move through our collective dissatisfaction
with the current state of the game-story it's time to
rethink the terms of t}e debate and arrive at new ways
of understan&ng game-stories, and new strategies for
creating them.

This essay attempted to re-present some of t-l-rose
terms. In this painfirily brief space, I have been able to
do no more than gesture towards some of these new
avenues. There are many more concepts in need of
&scipline. And the rest is up to you.

Notes

Many of the ideas in this essay were generated in coltaboration
with Frank Lantz,  wi th whom I  have taught Game Design and
Interacfive Narrative Design for many years. Many ideas atso stem
from my cottaborations with Katie 5aten, with whom I am currently
co-author ing a Game Design textbook for  MIT Press.

The four categories of Narrative Interactivity first appeared in print
in an essay called, '?gainst 

Hypertext," for American Letters &
Commentory.

The definit'ion of games presented here is loosety inspired by a
definition of games presented by Etliott Avedon & Brian Sutton-
Smith in lhe Study of Games. However, elements are atso borrowed
from Roger Callois's Man, Play, and Games, as wetl as Johannes
Huizinga's Homo Ludens: A Study of the PIay Element in Culture
and Bernard Suit's Grasshopper: Games, Life, and Utopia.

Lastty: despite my extensive and gratuitous use of the disciptinary
metaphor,  I  do not  advocate spanking chi tdren in any context .
D'isciplinary activity that occurs between two consenting adutts is
another matter entirely. in any case don't let the bad pun distract
you -  the "d isc ipt ine" I  am ta lk ing about in th is essay is  a
discipt ine:  the f ietd of  game design.
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